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CSTB Charter
•

•
•

•
•

Monitoring and promoting the health of the CS, information technology,
and telecommunications fields, including attention as appropriate to
issues of human resources and funding levels and program structures for
research.
Initiating studies involving CS, IT, and telecommunications as critical
resources and sources of national economic strength.
Responding to requests from the government, non-profit organizations, and
private industry for expert advice on CS, information technology, and
telecommunications issues; and to requests from the government for
expert advice on computer and telecommunications systems
planning, utilization, and modernization.
Fostering interaction among CS, IT, and telecommunications researchers
and practitioners, and with other disciplines.
Providing a base of expertise in the National Research Council in the
areas of CS, IT, and telecommunications
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What CSTB Provides
•

Studies—consensus advice
based on objective analysis
-

•

-

-

neutral meeting ground
identify issues and competing
perspectives
lay framework for further
exploration and action;
stimulate discussion and
interactions
produce reports summarizing
discussions

Independent and objective advice
-

generally 1-2 years duration,
deliberative, ad hoc committees
produce reports with detailed
analysis, findings, and
recommendations

Workshops and other convenings
-

•

•

Authoritative analysis
-

•

Consensus recommendations
Based on objective analysis
Free from COI, advocacy
Balanced perspectives & bias
Careful, thorough review
Independence from sponsors
Technology trends and futures
Interactions of IT, econ, soc, law,
policy, +
NAS + NAE + IOM
Academia + industry, scholars+
practicioners

Publicly disseminated

– All reports available at cstb.org
and National Academies Press
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CSTB committees

CSTB Portfolio Themes
• CS/IT research impacts and future directions
• Research agenda/directions in subfields of CS/IT
• Effective development and use and management of IT
by government agencies
• IT and broad public policy issues
• IT and homeland/national security
• Cybersecurity and information system trustworthiness
• Internet, networking, & telecommunications

Recent CSTB Impacts
•

Explaining how information technology evolves, the role
of R&D, and the role of different contributors--public and
private--to that process
– Ecosystems
– Tiretracks + update

•

Guiding the evolution of computer science research
programs and stimulating work in emerging/key areas
–
–
–
–
–
–

•
•

Computing Performance
Defense Software
Biometrics
Wireless
Health IT
…

Providing public, unclassified analysis of offensive side
of cybersecurity, fostering public discussion and debate
Enhancing development, use, and strategic planning for
information technology in the federal government
– SSA, IRS, NARA, FBI, …, CMS, …

•

Providing an evaluation framework for assessing
information-based government programs
– Efficacy as well as privacy
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Recent Reports
•

•

•

•

Wireless Technology Prospects and
Policy Options describes key technology
trends, their implications, and options for
facilitating the introduction of enhanced
and new services.
Public Response to Alerts and Warnings
on Mobile Devices: Summary of a
Workshop on Current Knowledge and
Research Gaps reviews the extensive
body of knowledge about the public
response to alerts and warnings and the
challenges and open research questions
associated with their delivery using cell
phones and other new technologies.
Critical Code: Software Producibility
for Defense assesses the growing
importance of software for national
security and examines how the DOD can
most effectively meet its future software
needs.
Proceedings of a Workshop on
Deterring Cyberattacks: Informing
Strategies and Developing Options
examines governmental, economical,
technical, legal, and psychological
challenges involved in deterring cyber
attacks.

•

•

•

Biometric Recognition: Challenges and
Opportunities presents a broad and
comprehensive assessment of biometric
recognition systems, articulating design
and operational considerations as well as
outlining a research agenda to bolster the
scientific and engineering underpinnings
of these systems.
Toward Better Usability, Security, and
Privacy of Information Technology
identifies research opportunities and ways
to embed usability considerations in design
and development related to security and
privacy, and vice versa.
Achieving Effective Acquisition of
Information Technology in the
Department of Defense calls for the DOD
to acquire information technology systems
using a fundamentally different acquisition
process based on iterative, incremental
development practices
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Current and prospective activities
Current
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ethical and societal implications of advances in militarily significant
technologies that are rapidly changing and increasingly globally
accessible
Future information architectures, processes, and strategies for the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services
Electronic vehicle controls and unintended acceleration (with TRB)
Electronic health records and patient safety (with IOM)
Computing research for environmental and societal sustainability
Computational thinking for everyone: a workshop series
Depicting innovation in information technology
Prospective

•

Public response to alerts and warnings: social media & privacy
implications of using social media
• Building and sustaining the nation’s cybersecurity workforce
• Broadband R&D roadmap

What else should CSTB be working on?
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BACKUPS
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Critical Code
Software Producibility
for Defense

Summary points from the final report of the

Committee on Advancing
Software-Intensive Systems
Producibility (ASISP)
William Scherlis, Chair
Enita Williams, Study Director
Jon Eisenberg, CSTB Director
December 2010
National Research Council (NRC)
Computer Science and Telecommunications Board (CSTB)
v03

Summary of issues addressed
•

Improve critical areas of current practice
– Enable incremental iterative development at arm’s length
• Process and measurement

– Enable architecture leadership, interlinking, flexibility
• Architecture

– Enable mission assurance at scale, with rich supply chains
• Assurance and security

•

Undertake research to support the critical areas of practice
1. Architecture modeling and architectural analysis
2. Validation, verification, and analysis of design and code
3. Process support and economic models for assurance
4. Requirements
5. Language, modeling, code, and tools
6. Cyber-physical systems
One slide summary:
7. Human-system interaction

areas of focus

Critical Code – Software
Practice and Research
1. Software has become critical in its role and strategic significance for DoD
–
–
–

Software enables capability, integration, and agility in defense systems
DoD needs to actively and directly address its software producibility needs
NITRD data reveal the extent of the S&T disengagement that must be reversed

2. Innovative software-intensive engineering can be managed more effectively
–
–

Apply advanced practice and supporting tools for iterative incremental development
Update earned value models and practices to support management process

3. DoD needs to be a smarter software customer
–

There is insufficient DoD-aligned software expertise within and around DoD

4. Assert DoD architectural leadership
–

In highly complex systems with emphasis on quality attributes, architecture decisions
may need to dominate functional capability choices

5. Adopt a strategic approach to software-intensive mission assurance
–

Integrate preventive practices into development to support ongoing creation of evidence
in support of assurance

6. Reinvigorate and focus DoD software engineering research
–
–

Apply appropriate criteria in identifying goals for research programs
Focus research effort on identified goals in seven technical areas

One slide summary:
recommendations

Biometric Recognition
Challenges and Opportunities
• Sponsors: DHS, CIA, DARPA, NSF
• Key results:
– Human recognition systems are inherently probabilistic,
and hence inherently fallible.
– The scientific basis of biometrics—from understanding the
distributions of biometric traits within given populations to
how humans interact with biometric systems—needs
strengthening, especially at very large scale
– Analyses of biometric systemsʼ performance,
effectiveness, trustworthiness, and suitability should take a
broad systems perspective.
– The field of biometrics would benefit from more rigorous
and comprehensive approaches to systems development,
evaluation, and interpretation

A Well-Designed Biometric System
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Takes into account that recognition is based on similarity and probabilistic
not absolute matching; presumptions and burdens of proof are
correspondingly conservative
Anticipates a lifecycle corresponding to changes in presentation
distributions, stability of traits, and technology
Assesses the reliability of information associated with a recognition
independently of the confidence in correct recognition
Handles error conditions gracefully and without violating dignity, privacy or
due process rights
Publicly states explicit security, privacy and legal goals
Recognizes that biometric traits are inherently not secret and will minimize
risks to privacy and of misrecognition arising from this fact
Provides alterative modes that are as robust as the primary biometrics
process
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